The single valued decomposition (SVD) 
Introduction
Distributional similarity of words in the syntactic space hypothesizes that similar words share similar syntactic structure [3] . Each word in the distributional space can be denoted as a point in a multidimensional space defined by the syntactic features of the word.
The basic procedure for estimating distributional similarity of words is (1) to extract the syntactic information using at least part-of-speech (POS) tagging or shallow parsing, (2) to categorize into a set of syntactic spaces involving features such as head-modifier (e.g. adjective-noun), syntactic dependency (e.g. subject-verb or object-verb) or potentially other forms of mutual dependency (e.g. subject-object), and (3) to determine the word similarity using a distance measure such as Euclidean (L2) or city block (L1) distance or a similarity measure such as dot product (cosine measure).
Generally researchers utilize head-modifier and syntactic dependency in automatically constructing thesaurus using complicated similarity metrics based on mutual information or Jaccard coefficients etc., but here the capacities of the individual syntactic feature spaces have not been fully explored.
Other researchers transform the syntactic space or word occurrence space into semantic feature space. Rohde [9] and Agirre [1] employ the single value decomposition (SVD) [2] to investigate the uncorrelated features in the semantic space and to smooth the sparse problem of the syntactic space. Rapp [8] further exploits the independent component analysis (ICA) to acquire independent features in the higher order space, and to induce word meanings from their separate similar word lists. Moreover Väyrynen and Honkela [11] apply ICA to extract syntactic and semantic features shared among words, and argue that ICA is an advance over other similar techniques like SVD, in that human can explicitly interpret these components.
However ICA does not determine the order or signs of the components, which randomly vary across calculations. This will inevitably compromise the advantage of ICA against SVD in describing and clustering the features of the components, and reduces its validity in language engineering.
Therefore our task in this paper is two-fold: (1) to examine the capacity of the individual syntactic spaces in predicting word similarity, reflecting the distinct kinds of syntactic relationships; and (2) to compare SVD and ICA in finding the latent semantic features of words and examine whether ICA does provide an improvement over SVD.
The construction of syntactic space
The syntactic dependency as well as headmodifier relation in phrases provides us with a clue for tracking down the meaning of a sentence after parsing the sentence. To capture these relations accurately we employ a widely used and freely available parser based on link grammar [10] .
Suppose that the triple <w1, r, w2> describes objects w1, w2 and their relation r, where r has bidirectional effects on the objects w1 and w2. For example if w1 modifies w2 through r, all such w2 with r to w1 form a context for w1, and likewise the w1 in the corpus provide context for w2. Apart from relationships in the previous methods, we supplement other two relationships between words, which consist of verb vs. adverb and subject vs. object. In general, they cover: 1) predicating modifier (RV): all verbmodifying adverbs in the proceeding or following positions to verbs; 2) object modifier (AN): covers noun-modifiers (pre-/post-nominal) and nouns relations; 3) agent to predicate (SV): contains subjects and verbs relations; 4) predicate to object (VO): connects objects and transitive verbs; 5) subject to object (SO): keeps track of agents and undergoers associated with both active transitive and passive biintransitive constructs (semantic subject or agent is not the grammatical subject which is rather the semantic object undergoer).
After extracting the relationships, filtering out stop word lists and morphologizing, we construct five parallel raw matrixes X r reflecting the head-modifier and the syntactic dependency respectively (we will call these subsyntactic matrices as they reflect only a specific syntactic relationship). Without loss of generality, take the SV relation as an example. The rows of X SV corresponds to the subjects in each sentence, and the columns to the verbs. Cell Xij shows the frequency of the ith subject with the jth verb in the corpus. The ith row Xi * of X SV is a profile of the ith subject in terms of all the verbs and the jth column X *j of X SV profiles the jth verb versus subjects. As shown in Figure 1 we propose a pipeline to generate two semantic spaces from the identical syntactic space, which individually consists of SVD and ICA. We consistently employ the dot product (cosine similarity measure) to assess distributional word similarity and measure the effectiveness of SVD and ICA on mining semantic features. We also refer to the raw syntactic space as a baseline for SVD and ICA.
Space transformation

SVD
Let us denote by X SV, the m by n matrix representing the raw syntactically conditioned occurrence data arising from Subject-Verb dependency relations between m subjects and n verbs. Let X SV = USV T be its SVD decomposition, where U is a m by r matrix of left singular vectors from the standard eigenvectors of square matrix X SV X SV T , V T is a r by n matrix of right singular vectors from the eigenvectors of X SV T X SV , S is a diagonal matrix whose non-zero values are the singular values, being the square roots of the eigenvalues of X SV X SV T (or equivalently X SV T X SV ), and r is the rank of X sv (r min(m, n)), being the number of non-zero eigenvalues. A further lossy reduction of effective rank l r may be performed under assumptions that the discarded dimensions represent noise rather than information, or that they represent an acceptable introduction of error (equal to the sum of the discarded eigenvalues).
After the transformation with SVD the columns of U reflect the context of each subject in terms of composite 'eigenverbs' whilst the columns of V reflect the context of each verb with respect to 'eigensubjects'. The whole point of SVD relies on the keeping the l r largest singular values and the corresponding l left eigenvectors of U and l right eigenvectors of V whilst approximating X SV well. So a reduced SVD representation can diminish both noise and redundancy whilst retaining the useful information that has the maximum variance.
We are effectively assuming that the semantic scope of words is a linear combination of eigenvectors representing their distinct subcategorizations and senses, and that relating the uncorrelated eigenvector feature sets of different words can thus score their proximity in the semantic space.
ICA
ICA is a higher-order transformation proposed to find meaningful information existing in the covariance matrix [4] . ICA is theoretically preferable to SVD to the extent that the underlying true source distributions are non-Gaussian (note that the order and weightings of the sources is arbitrary). Since most ICA algorithms estimates the statistically independent components after decorrelation of the covariance matrix (viz. SVD), we can safely say that what ICA distinguishes itself from SVD is whether to rotate the uncorrelated components acquired by SVD, this use of SVD as a step in the calculation of ICA being illustrated in Figure 1 as a key element in defining the framework of the present experiments. We denote the ICA decomposition as Y = WZ, where Y is a l by m or n matrix of mixed signals after dimension reduction by SVD, viz. U T or V T . Z is a l by m or n matrix recovered as independent source signals or latent variables from ICA. W refers to the m by m or n by n mixing matrix that ICA needs to determine, and its values represent the weights of the individual sources in the mixed signals.
In other words, the whole task of ICA is to maximize the independence or non-Gaussianity of uncor-related components through linearly transforming the mixed signals Y to determine the corresponding separating matrix W -1 [5] .
Evaluation and results
We parsed the full 100 million-word BNC (British National Corpus), removed common/function words and filtered out inflectional forms of words to obtain the 5 subsyntactic matrixes described. We then translated frequencies into informational form using log(f+1) to retain sparsity (0 0). We first decomposed each subsyntactic matrix with SVD to get semantic features with the property of being uncorrelated, and then used FastICA 1 (which is employed in most of previous language applications [8, 11] ) to define semantic features with the property of being mutually independent.
The significant singular value
Our motivation in the paper is not to optimize versus other algorithms through tuning weights, metrics or the number of principle components in some specific applications or evaluations, but to explore the extent to what SVD and ICA can predict the semantic space of concepts within the space of syntactic dependencies of lexical terms. Therefore we set a threshold as a fundamental dimensional size of semantic spaces. Note that this number is not optimal in terms of producing the highest score in the trials.
The components denoted by vectors in semantic space, mainly reflect semantic features, attributes or words are reminiscent of the human semantic memory model [7] . In Roget's Thesaurus (1911), there are nearly 1,000 semantic categories, which organize over 40,000 words. With respect to the expensive computation of SVD on our extra sparse matrixes we set up 1,000 as a default size of semantic feature set, viz. we reduce all matrices to 1,000 singular values or eigenvectors. We established 250 as a fixed size of each semantic space because the first 20 components accounting for almost 50% proportion of the variance implicit in SVD, the first 250 components for over 75%.
Note that if we fail to demean X before we perform SVD we cannot assert that the variances or errors of the space (XV or equally US) are captured by the squares of the singular values, but our matrices are very sparse with over 95 percent of entries in the matrixes being zero. Thus on the one hand demeaning would increase memory and computational costs by many orders of magnitude, and on the other the mean is relatively close to zero so that the demeaning operation has little effect on the variance of reconstructed semantic space, and the square of ordered singular values indicates reasonably well the significance of the singular vectors, which will capture the N N (1 9) V B (2 0) A J(2 3) A V (18 Landauer and Dumais [6] evaluated the word knowledge acquisition ability of latent semantic analysis (LSA, using single value decomposition on word by document space) on the TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) 2 , provided by ETS (Educational Test Service). In the synonym test of TOEFL, participants need to answer 80 questions to measure the standard written English ability. Each question has a target word then followed by four alternative words, the correct answer being the closest to a synonym. People from non-English speaking countries get on average 51.6 correct answers, viz. 64.5% correct. Native English speakers should achieve at least 90%.
English synonyms and the TOEFL test
We manually divided these 80 questions into 4 sub-question sets according to the common POS tag the target word has with the four choices. After that we acquired an almost evenly distribution across parts of speech, 23 adjectives (29%), 20 verbs (25%), 19 nouns (24%), 18 adverbs (23%), for evaluations relating to these POS.
After calculating the dot product for each question word and its corresponding four options in each space, we found that, as shown in Table 1 , the semantic spaces respectively produced by SVD and ICA yielded exactly the same correct answers on each sub-dataset, while the syntactic space (SYN) nearly always produced fewer correct answers.
Instead of simply adding up all the answers across each matrix, we set up confidence credit, to select the answers in each sub-question set across each space:
where Ans is the total number of correct answers that each space can work out across the 80 questions, k denotes one of 4 different sub-question sets, j k is the size of each sub-question set, Q i stands for the ith question in the kth set. Q i =1 conditioned that: then Q i also has an answer in the mth subspace (m is from 1 to 10), where Tf m i is the term frequency of the ith question word in the mth subspace, otherwise Q i =0. So we counted a hit for an answer only if the term frequency of a question word is maximum for the specific subspace, and concurrently there is a correct answer for the corresponding subspace.
In the 80 questions of TOEFL, both semantic spaces with SVD or ICA identically located 68 answers, compared to only 53 answers in the raw syntactic space. This improvement is significant, far beyond 0.001 for a confidence level of 99.9% (   2   : 15.52, p<0.001). Table 1 showed the relative utility of the different matrices in identifying synonyms for each POS. For the Row versions we expect to handle the first POS better (e.g. AN.Row predicts Adjectives), whilst for the Column we expect to handle the second better (e.g. AN.Column predicts Nouns). We found this on RV and AN only, with SV and SO being dominated by them. Subjects vs. object in the argument structure of verbs can also provide some additional cues for the distributional similarity of nouns, verbs, and adjectives, which hasn't been fully adopted in the literature.
Discussion
The same results of SVD and ICA in producing the semantic feature space out of the syntactic relationship space showed that the assumption of nonGaussian distribution of semantic features for finding the statistically independent component could not predict better account for the distributional similarity than the normal distribution of uncorrelated components. The uncorrelated components were also independent given that they fitted well in the normal distribution. So the rotation of ICA on the uncorrelated components was not worth its expensive computation.
The synonymy test of TOEFL also showed that SVD can boil down the noisy data and focus the syntactic features around the reduced components, which brings forth significantly improved specification of semantic features of words.
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a pipeline of space transformations to examine the difference of SVD from ICA on finding the semantic features of words. We evaluated the syntactic space and derived semantic spaces respectively using SVD and ICA on a standard dataset of TOEFL. The results show that the SVD and ICA spaces are comparable. However, evidently ICA hasn't identified true semantic sources, significantly different or more useful than SVD, in the context of our syntactically controlled spaces. The particular property of each subsyntactic space also provides a basis for the forthcoming work to assemble a thesaurus. 
